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Abstract 

In this paper, we present the inverse minimum flow problem with time-
windows, where lower and upper bounds for the flow must be changed as little 
as possible so that a given feasible flow becomes a minimum flow that satisfies a 
time-windows constraint for each vertex in the network. A linear time and space 
method to decide if the problem has solution is presented. The inverse minimum 
flow problem with time windows has the inverse combinatorial optimization and 
an NP-hard problem. We propose in this work a new algorithm for solving the 
‘inverse minimum flow problem with time-windows’ (IMFPTW). 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, many papers were published in the field of the 
inverse combinatorial optimization [2], [3], [4], [5], and [12]. The field of 
network optimization flows has a rich and long history. An inverse 
combinatorial optimization problem consists of modifying some 
parameters of a network such as capacities or costs, so that a given 
feasible solution of the direct optimization problem becomes an optimal 
solution and the distance between the initial vector and the modified 
vector of parameters is minimum. The inverse maximum flow problem, 
which is related to the inverse minimum flow problem, has been studied 
by Yang et al. [16]. Strongly polynomial algorithms to solve the inverse 
maximum flow were presented. 

In [16], only the upper bounds for the flow are changed as little as 
possible in order to make a given feasible flow become a maximum flow. 
That is why in many networks the inverse maximum flow problem does 
not have solution. In this work, we study the inverse minimum flow 
problem with time-windows (IMFPTW), where both, lower and upper 
bounds for the flow must be changed in order to make a given flow 
become a minimum flow satisfy a time-windows constraint. If there are 
not many restrictions in modifying the bounds for the flow, then the 
inverse minimum flow problem with time-windows always has solution. 
The cases when only the lower bounds and only the upper bounds can be 
changed in order to transform a feasible flow into a minimum flow and 
other cases are also studied. As it will be seen, these can be treated as 
particular cases of the inverse minimum flow problem with time-
windows. 

Let ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  be a network, where V is the set of vertices, 

A is the set of directed arcs, u is the upper bound for the flow vector, l is 
the lower bound for the flow vector, s is the source vertex, and τ  is the 
sink vertex. Each arc has a nonnegative transit time ,1,;; =≠ jijitij  

.,,2 n…  For each vertex ,Vi ∈  a time-windows [ ]ii ba ,  within which 

the vertex may be served and [ ] Ttbat iiii ∈∈ ,,  is a nonnegative 
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service and leaving time of the vertex. A source vertex s, with time 
windows [ ],, ss ba  a sink vertex τ  with time-windows [ ]ττ ba ,  and st  is a 

departure time of the source vertex (see [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], and [15]). 

The reminder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
give the mathematical formulation model of the IMFPTW, basic concepts 
and some definitions. In Section 3, we present the algorithm for the 
IMFPTW. In Section 4, we give a particular case problem. In Section 5, 
we present an application instance. Finally, the conclusion is given in 
Section 6. 

2. Mathematical Model of the IMFPTW 

Consider ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  be an τ−s  network, where V is the 
set of vertices, A is the set of directed arcs, u is the upper bound, and l is 
the lower bound for the flow vector, where .ul ≤  A single source vertex s, 
a single sink vertex τ  with time windows [ ] [ ],,,, ττ baba ss  respectively. 
Each arc has a nonnegative transit time ,1,;; =≠ jijitij  .,,2 n…  For 

each vertex ,Vi ∈  a time-windows [ ]ii ba ,  within which the vertex may 
be served and [ ] Ttbat iiii ∈∈ ,,  is a nonnegative service and leaving 
time of the vertex. 

Let f be a given feasible flow defined by a function +→ Af :  in the 
τ−s  network G, a feasible flow has to satisfy the flow balance, the time-

windows and the capacity conditions: 

● The balance condition for the flow f is; 

( ) ( )

( )

( )
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,,0
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,

,,,,
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where ( )fν  is the value of the flow f from a source vertex s to a sink 

vertex .τ  We consider f to be a feasible flow even if the value of the flow 
( )fν  is negative. 
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● The time-windows condition are: 

[ ] [ ] ,,,,,,,,,,, VjijiTtttbatbatttt ijjijjjiiijiji ∈∀≠∈∈∈∈≤+ +  

.,,2,1, nji …=  (2) 

● The capacity condition are: 

( ) .,, Ajiufl ijijij ∈∀≤≤   (3) 

The minimum flow problem with time-windows is given by: 

( )fνmin  

f is a feasible flow in the network G,  (4) 

which satisfies the conditions (1), (2), and (3). 

A theorem for the minimum flow problem with time-windows can be 
formulated in a similar way as for the theorem of the maximum flow,    
see [1]. 

Theorem 1. A feasible flow f is a minimum flow time-windows in the 
network ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  if and only if there is no path ( ,1xsP ==  

)τ=nxx ,,2 …  from the source vertex s to the sink vertex τ  so that for 

each arc ( ) ( ) ( )111 ,,:, +++ ∈ iiiiii xxfxxlPxx ≺  or ( ) ≺ii xxf ,1+  

( )ii xxu ,1+  with 1, +ii xx  has a time windows [ ] [ ],,,, 11 ++ iiii xxxx baba  

respectively. 

Note. For each arc ( ) Pxx ii ∈+1,  in a network ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG   

a time-windows constraint can be represented by see Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1. A representation time-windows. 
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Definition 1. The inverse minimum flow problem with time-windows 
(IMFPTW) is to change the lower bound vector l and the upper bound 
vector u as little as possible flow f become a minimum flow time-windows 
in a network. 

● A mathematical model of the IMFPTW can be formulated by the 
following: 

uull −+−min  

f is a minimum flow with time-windows in ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  

{ }ijijijijijij lull β+≤≤γ− ,min   

( ) Ajiuuu ijijijijij ∈∀α+≤≤δ− ,,  

[ ] [ ] ,,,,,,,,, jiTtttbatbatttt ijjijjjiiijiji ≠∈∈∈∈≤+ +  

,,,2,1,,, njiVji …=∈∀   (5) 

where ,,,,,, jiijijijij ttγδβα  and ijt  are nonnegative numbers. Moreover, 

we have ijij l≤γ  and ,ijij u≤δ  for each arc ( ) ., Aji ∈  

● In the IMFPTW, we observe that if the lower bound is changed on 
an arc ( ) ,, Aji ∈  then it will be increased with the amount of .ijij lf −  If 

not so, then the flow f is not stopped from being decreased on a path from 
s to τ  that contains the direct arc ( )ji,  and the modification of the lower 

bound is useless. This means that if ijijij fl ≺β+  on an arc ( )ji,  then, 

when solving the IMFPTW the lower bound will not be changed on the 
arc ( )., ji  

● Similarly, if the upper bound is changed on an arc ( ),, ji  then it 

will be decreased with the amount of ijij fu −  in order to stop the flow 

from being decreased on a path from s to τ  that contains the arc ( )ji,  in 
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inverse direction. So, if ijijij fu δ−  on the arc ( ),, ji  then the value 

iju of the upper bound will not be changed on the arc ( )., ji  It is easy to 

see that the IMFPTW has solution if and only if there is no path from s to 
τ  that contains direct arcs ( )ji,  with ijijij fl ≺β+  and (or) inverse 

directed arcs ( )ji,  with ,ijijij fu δ−  because on such a path (if exist) 

the flow f cannot be stopped from being decreased by modifying the 
bounds of the arcs. 

So, a graph denoted ( )AVG ,=  can be constructed to verify if 

IMFPTW has solution, where 

{( ) }.or:, jijijiijijij fufljiA ≺ δ−β+=   (6) 

Lemma 1. In the network ( ),,,,,, τ= sluAVG  the IMFPTW has 

solution for the given flow f if and only if there is no directed path in the 

graph ( )AVG ,=  from the vertex s to the vertex .τ  

The verification can be done in a complexity of ( ),mO  using a graph 

search algorithm in ( ),, AVG =  where mm,  are the number of arcs in 

the set A and the number of arcs in the set ,A  respectively, where 

.mm ≤  Of course, if the set A  is empty, then the IMFPTW has solution. 

Note. The minimum flow problem from the vertex s to the vertex τ  
in the network ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  is obtained by applying a maximum 

flow algorithm from the vertex τ  to the vertex s in the network G. The 
minimum flow problem can be solved by using a maximum flow 
algorithm, see [6]. 

Theorem 2. A feasible flow f in the network ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  is a 

minimum flow from the vertex s to the vertex τ  if and only if there is no 
path from the vertex τ  to the vertex s that can increase the flow from τ  to s. 
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The solving of the IMFPTW is to change as little as possible the 
bounded vectors l and u for the flow so that f becomes a maximum flow 
time-windows from τ  to s in the network G, where the value of the flow f 
can be even negative. 

We introduce the definition of the residual network of G for the flow f,  
we consider now that in the network G for each arc ( ) Aji ∈,  there is an 

arc ( ) ., Aij ∈  If not so, then for each arc ( ) Aji ∈,  so that ( ) Aij ∈/,  it 

can be introduced the arc ( ) Aji ∈,  with .0== jiji lu  

Now, we consider the residual network ( )τ= ,,,, srAVG ff  

attached to the network G for the flow f, where 

( ) .,, Ajilffur jijiijijij ∈∀−+−=   (7) 

The set fA  contains the arcs ( )ji,  for which the residual capacity is 

positive; .0ijr  It is obviously that in order to find the minimum flow f, 

the maximum flow must be found using the residual network 
( ),,,,, srAVG ff τ=  where the source vertex s changes its role with the 

sink vertex .τ  

Consider the network ( ),,,,,, //// τ= sluAVG  where ,/
fAA =  

,/ ru =  and .0/ =l  The set of arcs [ ] ( ) ( )XXXXXX ,,, ∪=  is a s−τ  

cut in /G  if XVXXXX ∈τ=∪φ=∩ ,,  and ,Xs ∈  where  

( ) {( ) }XyXiAjiXX ∈∧∈∈= :,, /  is the set of directed arcs of the 

cut and ( ) {( ) }XjXiAjiXX ∈∧∈∈= :,, /  is the set of the inverse 

arcs. 

The capacity of the s−τ  cut [ ]XX ,  in /G  is 

[ ] ( )
( ) ( )

.,, /

,,

//
ij

XXji
uXXuXXu ∑

∈

==  (8) 
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A s−τ  cut is a minimum cut in /G  if its capacity is minimal in the set of 

s−τ  cuts in the network ./G  If the set ,~ φ=A  then the solving of the 

IMFPTW is equivalent to find the set of arcs τ  so that if the arcs of B are 

eliminated from ,fA  then there is no directed path in ( )BAVG f
B
f −= ,  

from the sink vertex τ  to the source vertex s and ( )
( )

ij
Bji

rBr ∑
∈

=
,

 is 

minimal. This means that B is the set of direct arcs of a minimal s−τ  

cut in the network ./G  

As we have seen, if the set ,~ φ≠A  then when solving the IMFPTW, 

no change will be done to the lower bounds and/or to the upper bounds on 
the arcs of ( ) Aji ∈,  with; 

.or ijijijijijij fufl ≺ δ−β+   (9) 

This means that for each arc ( ) Aji ∈,  so that ijijij fl ≺β+  the residual 

capacity of ( )ij,  can be set to ∞  and for each arc ( ) Aji ∈,  such that 

ijijij fu δ−  the residual capacity of ( )ji,  can also be modified to .∞  If 

the IMFPTW has solution, then by setting the bounds to ,∞  we assure 
that these arcs will not be in the set B, which is the set of direct arcs of 

the minimum s−τ  cut in the network ./
fGG =  

So if the set ,~ φ≠A  then a minimum s−τ  cut must be searched in 

the network ( ),,,,, ////// suAAVG f τ==  where, for every arc 

( ) ;, Aji ∈  

( )





 ∈∞

=
otherwise.,

,~,,
//

ij
ij

r

Aij
u  (10) 

The set of direct arcs of the minimum s−τ  cut in //G  is denoted B. If the 
upper bounds of the arcs ( ) BAji ∩∈,  are decreased with the quantity 

ijij fu −  and the lower bounds of the arcs ( ) Aji ∈,  with ( ) Bij ∈,  are 
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increased with the quantity ,ijij lf −  then the flow is stopped from being 

decreased from s to τ  and it becomes a minimum flow time-windows in 
the network G with the modified bounds for the flow. So, for each arc 
( ) ,, BAji ∩∈  the upper bound must be changed to the value ijf  and for 

each arc ( ) ,, Aji ∈  where ( ) ,, Bij ∈  the lower bound of ( )ji,  must be 

changed to the value .ijf  This means that the solution of the IMFPTW is 

the pair of vectors ( ),, ∗∗ lu  where, for every ( ) ;, Aji ∈  

( )





 ∈

=∗

otherwise;,

,,,

ij

ij
ij

u

Bjif
u  (11) 

( )





 ∈

=∗

otherwise;,

,,,

ij

ij
ij

l

Bijf
l  (12) 

.,,,,,,,, VjijiTtttbtabtattt ijjijjjiiijiji ∈∀≠∈≤≤≤≤≤+  

(13) 

Consider [ ]XX ,  be the τ−s  cut in the network G, where X and X  

are the sets of vertices corresponding the minimum τ−s  cut in the 

network ,//G  of which set of direct arcs is ( )., XXB =  Then, the vectors 

that gives the solution of the IMFPTW, ∗u  and ,∗l  can be easier defined 

as follows, for every ( ) Aji ∈,  and satisfy the condition (13): 

( ) ( )





 ∈

=∗

otherwise;,

,,,,

ij

ij
ij

u

XXjif
u  (14) 

 
( ) ( )





 ∈

=∗

otherwise.,

,,,,

ij

ij
ij

l

XXijf
l  (15) 
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Theorem 3. The pair ( )∗∗
ijij lu ,  is the solution for the IMFPTW (5), 

where ∗
iju  and ∗

ijl  are defined in (14) and (15), and the total amount of 

change to the bound vectors is equal to the capacity of the minimum τ−s  

cut in ( ),,,,, ////// suAVG τ=  then 

( ).// Buuull ijijijij =−+− ∗∗   (16) 

Proof. Let the value of the flow ( )fν  from s to τ  in the network //G  
is 

( )
[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

.
,,,,,

∗∗ ∑∑∑∑∑ −=−== ij
XX

ij
XX

ij
XX

ij
XX

ij
XX

ulffffν  (17) 

The last equality is a consequence of (14) and (15). This means that the 
flow f is a minimum flow time-windows from the vertex s to the vertex τ  

cut in the network. .//G  So the pair ( )∗∗
ijij lu ,  is a feasible solution for the 

problem (5). The pair ( )∗∗
ijij lu ,  is an optimal solution for the problem (5) 

because it was obtained from the minimum s−τ  cut in the network //G  
and the total amount of change to the bound vectors is equal to the 
capacity of the minimum s−τ  cut, then 

( ) ( )

∗

∈

∗

∈

∗∗ −+−=−+− ∑∑ ijij
Aji

ijij
Aji

ijijijij uulluull
,,

 

 
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ).//

,,,,
Bufulf ijij

XXji
ijij

XXji
=−+−= ∑∑

∈∈

  

(18) 

3. The Algorithm for the Inverse Minimum  
Flow Problem with Time-Windows 

In this section, we give a new algorithm to solve the IMFPTW. As it 
has been seen so far, after verifying if the IMFPTW has solution, the 
IMFPTW can be reduced to a minimum s−τ  cut problem in the network 

.//G  
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● The algorithm general framework for the IMFPTW can be 
stated by the following steps: 

(1) Construct the graph ( ),, AVG =  with each vertex ,, Vji ∈  has a 

time-windows [ ] [ ],,,, jjii baba  respectively, and ,, iiijiji btattt ≤≤≤+  

.,,2,1,,,,,, njijiTtttbta ijjijjj …=≠∈∈≤≤ +  

(2) If there is a directed path in G  from the vertex s to the vertex ,τ  

then the IMFPTW does not have solution. STOP; 

Else, go to Step 3. 

(3) Construct the network ( );,,,, ////// suAVG τ=  

Find the minimum s−τ  cut in the network ;//G  

Compute B = the set of direct arcs of the minimum s−τ  cut in ;//G  

Compute the pair ( ) njijilu ijij ,,2,1,,,, …=≠∗∗  has the solution of 

the IMFPTW. 

The flow f is a minimum flow in the network ( )τ= ∗∗∗ ,,,,, sluAVG ijij  

constructed by the algorithm. 

■ We describe the algorithm above as the following: 

● The algorithm above finds the solution of the IMFPTW, because, in 
the Step 1 of the algorithm, the IMFPTW is tested if it has solution using 

the graph search in ,G  see Lemma 1. 

● If the IMFPTW has solution, then in the Step 3, a solution is 
constructed, see Theorem 3. 

● The time complexity of the algorithm of the IMFPTW is given by 
the complexity of the method used to find the minimum cut in the 

network .//G  
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(i) A strongly polynomial algorithm for minimum cut can be applied. 
For instance, the algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan ([14]) can be 

considered. It has the time complexity of ( ( )),/log 2 mnnmO  where 

., fAmVn ==  

(ii) Weakly polynomial algorithms for minimum cut cannot be applied 
directly, because there can be arcs with infinite capacities in the set .fA  

It is not necessarily to set the capacities of these arcs to .∞  They can be 
set to a value big enough. It is sufficient to set the capacity of these arcs 

to the value of the maximum flow from τ  to s in the network .//G  If the 

IMFPTW has solution, then the value of the minimum flow in //G  is not 
greater than ,ϑm  where 

{ }.,:max Vjilffu jijiijij ∈−+−=ϑ   (19) 

The weakly polynomial algorithm for minimum cut due to Goldberg and 

Rao ([13]) is applied in the network ,//G  then the time complexity of the 

algorithm for the IMFPTW is ( { } ( ) )),log/log,min 2/13/2 αmnmmnO   

where ( ) } .,:max{ ϑ=∈=α mAjir fij  So, the time complexity of the 

weakly polynomial algorithm for IMFPTW is ( { }2/13/2 ,min mnO  

( ) ( { }).,maxlog/log 2 ϑnmnm  Of course, if the set ,ϕ=A  i.e., is empty, 

then the time complexity of the algorithm is even less, it is, 

( { } ( ) ).log/log,min 22/13/2 ϑmnmmnO   (20) 

4. A Particular Case Problem 

● We consider that, if we do not want to change the lower bound of an 
arc ( ) ,, Aji ∈  where Vji ∈,  with a time-windows [ ] [ ],,,, jjii baba  

respectively, then it is sufficient to set the value of 0=βij  for this arc. If 

we do not want to change the upper bound for the arc ( ) ,, Aji ∈  then it 

is sufficient to set the value .0=δij  
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If there is no restriction to change the lower bound of an arc 
( ) ,, Aji ∈  then the value of ijβ  for this arc must be considered by 

.ijijij lf −≥β  Similarly, if there is no restriction to change the upper 

bound of an arc ( ) ,, Aji ∈  then the value of ijδ  for the arc ( )ji,  

considered by .ijijij fu −≥δ  

● A very important of the application case of the IMFPTW is the 
situation when there is no restriction to change the bounds of the arcs of 
the network G. This means that the value of ijβ  and ijδ  for all arcs 

( ) njijiAji ,,2,1,;,, …=≠∈  can be set to the value of .∞  

In some situations, it is possible that only the lower bounds to be 
allowed to be changed in order to transform the given flow f into a 
minimum flow, then in this case, the mathematical model can be 
formulated by the following; 

ll −min  

f is a minimum flow with time-windows in ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  

{ } ( ) Ajilul ijijijij ∈∀β+≤ ,,,min   

[ ] [ ] .,,,,,,,,,, VjijiTtttbatbatttt ijjijjjiiijiji ∈∀≠∈∈∈≤+  

(21) 

Then, we can see that the IMFPTW considering for a modification only 
the lower bounds for the flow denoted by LBIMFPTW can be treated as a 
particular case of the IMFPTW, if in (5) the values ijδ  are considered to 

equal to 0, for every arc ( ) ., Aji ∈  This means that the upper bounds 

cannot be change. 

Also, another particular problem of (5), the upper bound for the flow 
denoted by UBIMFPTW, can be formulated by; try to transform the given 
feasible flow f into a minimum flow by changing only the upper bounds. 
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In this case, in (5), the values ijβ  can be considered to be equal 0, for 

every arc ( ) Aji ∈,  and so, the lower bounds are not allowed to be 

modified. 

Of course, for the last two particular cases problems, the set of the 
problems without solution is larger. 

5. Application Instance 

We given an application instance to illustrate how the above 
algorithm can be applying, for each arc ( ) ,, Aji ∈  see Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. A flow f on a network ( )τ= ,,,,, sluAVG  with time-

windows. 

We note that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }.,6,6,,,5,2,6,6,3,2,4,2,1,1, τττ= sA  

The presented graph G  is given by Figure 3. Also, there is no directed 

path from a source vertex s to a sink vertex τ  in the graph ( )., AVG =  
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Figure 3. A represented graph ( )AVG ,=  with time-windows. 

So, the solution of the IMFPTW has solution. The network ( ,// VG =  

)suA ,,, //// τ  is presented by Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The network ( )suAVG ,,,, ////// τ=  with time-windows. 

The direct arcs of the minimum time-windows s−τ  cut in the 

network //G  is given by 

{ } { }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ },1,4,,2,,3,1,,,6,5,4,3,2 ssXXsB ==τ=  (22) 

and ( ) .7// =bu  This means that the lower bounds of a direct arcs of the 

τ−s  cut time-windows is given by 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ },3,,2,,2,1,4,1, ssXX =   (23) 

and the upper bound of the only inverse arc ( )s,2  of the τ−s  cut in the 

time windows network G will be changed. The lower bounds of the arc 
( )2,1  is already equal the flow on this arc. So it will be changed. The 

solution of the IMFPTW for the network G and the flow f is given by 
Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The network ( )τ= ∗∗∗ ,,,,, sluAVG ijij  with time-windows. 

6. Conclusion 

We present a new algorithm of a new version of the inverse minimum 
flow problem. Strongly and weakly polynomial algorithms for solving the 
IMFPTW were proposed. The IMFPTW is reduced to the problem for 
finding efficiently the minimum time windows s−τ  cut in the modified 

residual network .//G  It is possible from the beginning to decide fast, 
linear time and space complexity, if the IMFPTW has solution. The 
IMFPTW when only the lower bounds and the upper bounds for the flow 
can be changed are treated as particular cases of the IMFPTW. Also, an 
application instance is given. 
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